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BRIAN BROWN AND JAZZ CO-OP IN CONCERT AND IN CAMERA  

Reviewed by John Clare 

________________________________________________ 

[This article appeared in the January, 1975, edition of Jazz Down Under] 

aving tried feebly last month to describe the music of Brian Brown's band 

(there is a profile of Brown in this issue), I should simply say that their 

return engagement at Sydney's Basement was better than the first. There 

were times when I felt that music could not become any more intense than this. Their 

Conservatorium concert of the previous night was less satisfactory. The acoustics of 

the Con make it difficult for musicians on stage to hear each other through the louder 

passages, and this major obstacle prevented the band's overcoming the initial 

constraint of the concert situation.  

Still, those who had never heard them before would probably not have been too 

conscious of anything amiss. Several people I spoke with came down to hear them - 

and the Jazz Co-Op - next night on the strength of that performance. The highlight of 

the 'Con-cert' for me was Brown's miming a series of thunderbolt interjections to 

pianist Sedergreen during Ted Vining's drum solo, and then the two of them erupting  

 

 

Brian Brown Quartet in 1976, with three members of the group which performed in 

Sydney in 1974, L-R, Bob Sedergreen (piano), Ted Vining (drums), Brown (flute), 

Barry Buckley (bass)… PHOTO COURTESY BLACK ROOTS WHITE FLOWERS 
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in unison as though they had been rehearsing these strange twisting flashing figures. 

In fact Brown had written them for Sedergreen that day on a napkin, subsequently 

lost, but a few nods of the head and flicks of the eyebrows from Brown brought it all 

back.  

 

Bassist Dave Tolley with drummer Ted Vining in the background: Tolley said he felt 

it had been a historic occasion. Indeed it had… PHOTO COURTESY JAZZ DOWN UNDER 

 

Jazz Co-Op, L-R, Phil Treloar, Jack Thorncraft, Howie Smith, Roger Frampton: 

undoubtedly inspired by the Brown set… PHOTO COURTESY JAZZ DOWN UNDER 
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At the Basement next night were a lot of trendy people not renowned for their 

interest in jazz. GTK was filming the whole night. With the exception of one smug 

smooth white suited radio announcer type, whose behaviour was frankly obnoxious 

(my lady friend did not appreciate being offhandedly mauled as this gent left, and if I 

had seen it I would have used it as an excuse to take out my irritation at his inane 

commentary through the night). They gave the music a fair go, and indeed the music 

triumphed. GTK deserves all credit for exploring this area of creativity.  

In their second set, the Jazz Co-Op - undoubtedly inspired by the Brown set which 

preceded it -  excelled themselves. Throughout the night, the contrast between Roger 

Frampton's somewhat more adventurous and ruminative acoustic piano and the 

dynamism of Sedergreen on the electric instrument was a constant delight. Likewise 

between Howie Smith's razor sharp sax work and the more intuitive explorations and 

outpourings of Brown (and  Frampton on alto).   

 

 

Drummer Phil Treloar: leaping out of his seat… 

I can still see Phil Treloar of the Co Op leaping out of his seat as Brown's bassist Dave 

Tolley licked like lightning up a spare strange sequence of intervals to disappear on 

an improbably high thin bowed note, fine us a watchspring. At the end both bands 

joined in a free for all, and then mounted a three sax front line on Straight No 

Chaser. Ted Vining, always a powerful drummer, must be singled out as one of the 

least stagnant musicians in Australia. Under Brown's influence his expressive range 

has broadened beyond measure.  

Next day I met Dave Tolley in town. He said he felt it had been a historic occasion. 

Indeed it had. Indeed it had. 


